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Executive summary
This deliverable reports in detail on CareWell dissemination activities during months 13 to
24 of the project. CareWell dissemination activities are based on an elaborated multichannel dissemination and communication strategy. The strategy employs different
media to reach the relevant target audiences. The thematic focus of dissemination in the
second year has been primarily on the start of pilot operations in the six CareWell
regions. It aimed, as before, to communicate the CareWell rationale, objectives and
approach, and in addition to look at how they are being put into practice during this
second project year. This culminated in the start of piloting.
The major dissemination achievements of the second reporting period include:


Continuing to publish news on the project website, reaching a total of 16 items as
of January 2016.



The launch of an integrated eCare website between CareWell, BeyondSilos and
SmartCare, including a common collaborative environment.



Attracting over 100 followers on Twitter, and consistently using the platform to
interactively promote project events.



Preparing a project-wide press release on the start of the pilots to be published in
the news section of the European Commission’s Digital Agenda website.



The creation of six factsheets compiling essential information about CareWell’s six
pilot sites, to accompany the press release.



The circulation of an Internal Dissemination Newsletter informing partners of
dissemination opportunities.



Participating in approximately 50 public events, including several high profile
international conferences.



Successfully organising press conferences announcing the start of piloting in
CareWell pilot sites.



Co-organising a one day international conference on the topic of integrated care,
together with the International Foundation for Integrated Care.



The multiple awards received by the Basque Country pilot site.



Receiving extensive coverage in online and print publications, as well as TV
coverage.



The inclusion of six research papers presenting results from CareWell in several
conference proceedings journals.



Strengthening synergies with BeyondSilos, SmartCare and the EIP for AHA, both
online and through public events.



Preparing and conducting an Advisory Board meeting during the next Project
Assembly meeting in February 2016.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Purpose of the document

Dissemination refers to activities directed outwards which sustain the results of the
project. The aim is to communicate the results and intermediary steps to different target
groups that can be assumed to be interested in CareWell. Resuming from the conclusions
of the previous report, the present deliverable evaluates the continuation of the project’s
established dissemination strategy, and documents the activities undertaken in months
13 to 24 in the area of dissemination.

1.2

Structure of the document

The document is structured in five sections:
1. Introduction.
2. Dissemination activities.
3. Synergies and EIP on AHA.
4. Future Plans.
Appendix.
Section 2 is the most extensive, covering the totality of CareWell’s dissemination
activities in the second period. The activities are split between:


The project’s broad online presence covering: the status of the project’s websites
(including web analytics), use of social media, press releases, pilot factsheets and
the Internal Dissemination Newsletter.



The various public events the project has been part of, such as: conferences,
presentations and workshops, pilot site press conferences, events organised with
the project’s involvement, awards and accolades received by the project.



Coverage received by the project in different media: online press, television, print
magazines.



Presenting the project’s official publication policy and listing CareWell research
papers published in the second period.

Section 3 shows how many of the dissemination activities presented in the previous
section strengthened the project’s synergies with sister projects and key initiatives such
as the EIP on AHA.
Section 4 presents the project’s future dissemination plans and outlook.
Appendix A contains a table listing all the public events with participation from CareWell
partners in 2015.

1.3

Glossary

EIP on AHA

European Innovation Partnership on Active and Healthy Ageing

IFIC

International Foundation for Integrated Care

WHINN

Week of Health and Innovation

Unique visitors

The number of distinct individuals requesting pages from a website
during a given period, regardless of how often they visit

Visits

The number of times a website has been visited regardless of how
many visitors make up the visits

Live-tweeting

Posting comments about (an event) on Twitter while the event is
taking place

V1.1 / Date 3rd March 2016
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Twitter
impression

A twitter impression represents an instance of a single tweet being
seen
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2

Dissemination activities

2.1

Strategy Summary

The previous dissemination report highlighted the multi-channel strategy agreed upon by
members of the Consortium with regards to how raising awareness of the project would
be carried out (Figure 1).

Figure 1: CareWell Dissemination & Communication Strategy

Establishing CareWell’s visual identity (logo and templates) was a major achievement of
the first year. Along with the development of the project’s official website and the
activation of its official Twitter account, it laid the groundwork for a sustained and
coherent approach to dissemination. The first year also marked the printing of 2000
informational flyers in English which were distributed among partners as dissemination
support. A total of 12 videos were created, describing the initial phases of the project
and the ongoing plans and preparations in pilot regions. Several local press articles drew
attention to the project as well. The first report on dissemination revealed the partners’
unanimous commitment to making the project known both regionally and internationally,
tallying 52 public events with CareWell participation. During the first period, the project’s
prospective contribution to and interaction with the EIP on AHA was made apparent,
touching upon the synergetic direction involving CareWell’s sister projects (SmartCare
and BeyondSilos) working within the same framework. The Advisory Board was initiated
resulting in a list of experts, each assigned to a specific topic.
Potential dissemination target groups such as elderly people and their informal carers,
health and social care providers and professionals, public authorities, EU and local policy
V1.1 / Date 3rd March 2016
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makers, and ICT industry representatives were identified during the first period of the
project.
The present dissemination report addresses how all these aspects have carried through
into the next period. It informs on what has been added or altered, and sets out what the
current outlook is.

2.2

Online presence

In the second period of the project, online dissemination activities primarily paralleled
the numerous public events that the project took part in, keeping a public record of these
on the project website and on the project’s Twitter account. At the same time, additional
effort went into issuing a general press release marking the start of CareWell pilots’
operational phase, along with developing up-to-date factsheets about each CareWell site
(see Annex 1 Deployment site fact sheets). Partner websites have also highlighted the
project on several occasions.
Online activities contributed to synergies, and dissemination opportunities have been
actively promoted via a bimonthly internal newsletter. The sub-sections below report on
the many ways in which the project has been present and active online in 2015.

2.2.1 Websites
The CareWell official website (http://carewell-project.eu/) remains a central point of the
projects’ online dissemination strategy. Visually, the page has stayed largely unchanged
since it was last reported on. A Twitter button linking to the project’s Twitter account has
been added to the top right corner. This makes the link between both channels more
obvious.
The “Downloads” section has been renamed “Output”, to emphasise the rich sources to
be found there. All downloadable material, such as public deliverables and the CareWell
flyer, are sorted into categories which are easily accessible through an accordion-style
menu.
Additionally, in the coming months factsheets representing each pilot region will be
available for download in the “Output” section.
Analytical data in Figure 2 shows that the official CareWell website has attracted over
2000 visits during 2015, generating over 6000 page views. Most traffic was registered in
March 2015, coinciding with the European Summit for Active and Healthy Ageing where
CareWell was presented. Higher levels of traffic were registered again in June and July,
and after the summer break from September to December.
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Figure 2: CareWell official website analytics 2015

The majority of visitors are from Europe. However, the single country with the highest
number of visitors is the United States.

Figure 3: CareWell official website visitors by continent

Figure 4: CareWell official website visitors 2015 by country
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The news section has been updated regularly, with an additional 16 news items published
since the previous report. The two most recent headlines are always featured on the
website’s homepage.
Table 1: News items published on the CareWell website in 2015
#

Headline

Date

1

CareWell contributes organisational models to EIP AHA at Ageing
Summit

18.03.15

2

CareWell receives distinction in Madrid

23.03.15

3

CareWell presents its risk stratification tool at ICIC15

31.03.15

4

New Award for CareWell at SEDAP Congress

05.05.15

5

CareWell at Ben-Gurion University

12.05.15

6

Focus on CareWell at Ericsson / Taltioni eHealth seminar

12.05.15

7

CareWell discusses patient empowerment at MIE2015

02.06.15

8

39 European regions, one goal: better co-ordination of care
provision

19.06.15

9

CareWell General
empowerment

07.07.15

10

CareWell Croatian pilot officially kicks off

17.07.15

11

Change management for integrated care

26.08.15

12

Learning points from integrated care

06.10.15

13

CareWell press conference in Lower Silesia

08.10.15

14

CareWell co-organises conference at WHINN

26.10.15

15

CareWell at BSATIC 2015

16.11.15

16

Integrated Care projects at EIP on AHA Conference of Partners

15.12.15

Assembly

focuses

on

pilots

and

patient

Content-wise, the news section tends to cover the project’s recent event participations,
synergies with sister projects BeyondSilos and SmartCare, as well as important events in
the project’s internal schedule. News about public events usually includes a link to the
accompanying presentation slides.
Aside from CareWell’s official page, a joint webpage for CareWell, BeyondSilos and
SmartCare, titled Integrated eCare in Europe, has been created under the domain
www.integrated-ecare.eu
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Figure 5: Joint website “Integrated eCare in Europe”

This was accompanied by the launch
of
Integrated eCare Wiki
page
(http://wiki.integrated-ecare.eu/) accessible to partners from the three projects. The
Wiki is a collaborative environment allowing partners to exchange good practices such as
those on patient empowerment.

Figure 6: Joint website “Integrated eCare Wiki”

2.2.2 Social media
CareWell’s Twitter account (@Carewellproject) has continued to grow, following 110
accounts and reaching 148 followers as of mid January 2016. CareWell’s tweet count has
reached 88. The focus has been mainly on announcing upcoming events and engaging in
live-tweeting of events on several occasions. The account regularly interacts with those
of BeyondSilos and SmartCare, as well as with those of CareWell partners and other
relevant initiatives, particularly through mutual retweeting. Relevant hashtags such as
#integratedcare or specific event hashtags have been featured in many of the project’s
tweets and retweets. The CareWell Twitter account has also been used to increase traffic
V1.1 / Date 3rd March 2016
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to CareWell’s official page; each recently published news item is also announced and
linked to on Twitter.
CareWell’s most active months on Twitter in 2015 were March and September, coinciding
with the months of increased activity on the official page as well. As analytical data
shows, March registered almost 2000 Twitter impressions. The most intense activity
occurred on the days coinciding with the European Summit on Innovation for Active and
Healthy Ageing where CareWell was presented.

Figure 7: CareWell Twitter impressions March. 2015

In September 2015, CareWell registered a record 279 profile visits on Twitter. The official
profile of the EIP on AHA retweeted CareWell’s announcement of the project’s
participation in the Learning Health System conference. CareWell’s presentation at the
event was also live-tweeted on the conference Twitter using the hashtag #CareWell.

Figure 8: CareWell Twitter September 2015 Summary

2.2.3 Press releases
CareWell partner Ericsson Nikola Tesla (ENT) published a press release in both English
and Croatian on their website, following a press conference organised by CareWell’s
Croatian partners (ENT, FER, HDFEZ) at the end of June 2015, marking the official start
of CareWell piloting in Zagreb. The press release gave an overview of the project and
reported on the enthusiastic response received from the Croatian Minister of Health and
the Director of the Croatian Health Insurance Fund.
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Figure 9: Ericsson Nikola Tesla press release, June 2015

The start of piloting is one of CareWell’s project major milestones and will also be
supported by an international press release in early 2016, covering the project more
broadly. The milestone press release aims to showcase CareWell’s goals and
achievements up to the present moment. It will highlight the situation in two of
CareWell’s six pilot regions: the Basque Country and Zagreb. The remaining four pilot
regions will be covered by their respective factsheets which will be prominently linked to
in the press release. The press release will be published in the eHealth and Innovation
news section of the Digital Agenda for Europe website, and will also be featured in the
respective newsletter.

2.2.4 Factsheets
CareWell pilot factsheets were compiled to provide the general public with condensed upto-date information about each CareWell pilot region at the start of piloting in 2015. The
six factsheets span two pages, and are available for download in the “Output” section of
the official website. They are structured along the following lines:


The broader healthcare system.



Service components supporting the two CareWell pathways:


Patient empowerment and care support.



Integrated care coordination.



Patient recruitment and service rollout.



Contact information.

V1.1 / Date 3rd March 2016
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Figure 10: CareWell pilot factsheet Basque Country, Spain

Each factsheet also contains an info box which gives basic information, such as the
population in the region, the local CareWell partners, the main innovation brought along
by CareWell, and the planned number of patients and professionals participating in the
pilot. Some information in the factsheets may be subject to changes as each pilot site’s
status progresses.

2.2.5 Internal dissemination newsletter
Since April 2015, empirica has been circulating a CareWell internal dissemination
newsletter via email every two months. Five issues have been sent as of the end of
2015. The newsletter aims to keep all partners informed about the project’s recent and
planned dissemination activities, and to alert partners about potential future
dissemination opportunities. Partners are actively encouraged to report back on their
dissemination activities, which would then be included in future issues of the newsletter.
The newsletter also provides a list of pending calls for papers with submission deadlines
for conferences and workshops in Europe and international scientific journals. A list of
upcoming European conferences and workshops is always included; partners are strongly
encouraged to consider submitting original work or registering for participation at these
events.

V1.1 / Date 3rd March 2016
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Figure 11: CareWell internal dissemination newsletter

2.3

Public events

Over the course of the second period, CareWell partners participated in over 30 events
(for a complete list see Appendix A) were the project was showcased through
presentations, discussions or posters. Public events, from large international conferences
to local workshops, have proven to be a very effective way of raising awareness of the
project. During certain events the project was presented separately by different partners.
Particularly noteworthy for this period are the pilot press conferences organised in
Zagreb and Lower Silesia, and the numerous awards won by the Basque Country pilot. In
addition, the project was presented at several high-profile international conferences;
CareWell, together with SmartCare, BeyondSilos and the EIP on AHA B3 Action Group,
supported an international conference organised by the International Foundation for Care
(IFIC), which was part of the WHINN Week of Health and Innovation in Odense, Denmark
in October 2015. The sub-sections below document CareWell’s many successful public
activities this past year.

2.3.1 Conference presentations and workshops
Over the course of 2015, CareWell was presented at the following international
conferences:
Table 2: CareWell presentations at international conferences
Date

International conference

Partner
presenting

Location

9-10 March
2015

The European Summit of Innovation for
Active and Healthy Ageing

Kronikgune

Brussels

25-27
March
2015

15th International Conference for Integrated
Care – ICIC15

Veneto,
Kronikgune

Edinburgh

17-18
September
2015

4th
International
Conference
on
Telecommunications and Remote Sensing –
9th International Symposium on eHealth
Services and Technologies

FER, LSV

Rhodes

V1.1 / Date 3rd March 2016
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Date

International conference

Partner
presenting

Location

24-25
September
2015

LSHEU15 – Learning Health Systems in
Europe

empirica

Brussels

27-29 May
2015

26th Medical Informatics Europe Conference
- MIE15

empirica

Madrid

20 October
2015

Technology
Innovations:
Supporting
Integrated
Care
at
Home
and
in
Communities

empirica,
Veneto, IFIC

Odense

24-25
September
2015

IV Symposium Internacional de Gestión en
AP (SEDAP)

FER,
Osakidetza,
Veneto

Madrid

28-30
September
2015

57th International Symposium ELMAR-2015

FER

Zadar

Several of these international events were high-profile events with a large turnout
(Ageing Summit, ICIC15, MIE15), which enabled CareWell to reach a large number of
stakeholders at the same time, from policy makers to medical practitioners, ICT industry
representatives, patient group representatives and medical researchers from different
countries in Europe. LSHEU15, an international conference at its first iteration, organised
by Transform project and EuroRec, also proved to be a particularly interesting platform.
It exposed CareWell to a mostly North American audience very eager to learn about
integrated care deployment projects.
CareWell partners also attended many other national
international, national and local workshops, among them:

conferences,

as well

as



An international workshop at Ben Gurion University, Israel (FER).



Ericsson / Taltioni eHealth seminar in Helsinki (ENT).



5th ICT Days of BSA - Atención integrada, la solución a los retos de la sociedad
actual, Barcelona (HIM, Osakidetza).



17th Congress of the Spanish Society of Primary Care Managers (Kronikgune,
Osakidetza).

2.3.2 Pilot press conferences
Two pilot regions, Zagreb and Lower Silesia, organised press conferences in the second
period marking the start of piloting. These events strongly underline the local political
engagement of CareWell pilot sites in bringing integrated care a step closer.
The Croatian press conference took place on 29 th June 2015 in Zagreb, and was
organised by Ericsson Nikola Tesla (ENT) on their premises, together with FER and
HDFEZ, CareWell’s other Croatian partners. The conference was very well attended, and
both the Croatian Minister of Health and the Director of the Croatian Health Insurance
Fund were present and praised the efforts and the project’s contribution to Croatian
healthcare.

V1.1 / Date 3rd March 2016
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Figure 12: CareWell Zagreb Press Conference

The Lower Silesian press conference took place in Wroclaw at the A. Falkiewicz
Specialised Hospital, on 1st October 2015. The project’s strategy and service components
in Lower Silesia were presented over several sessions, also putting emphasis on the
international cooperation between regions. The event received attention in the local news
in the form of a video reportage. More details can be found in section 2.4.2.

2.3.3 Organised events
CareWell took part in multiple events at pilot level throughout the second period (see
Appendix A). Additionally, it co-organised an international conference and an
international workshop.
The international conference Technology Innovations: Supporting Integrated Care at
Home and in Communities took place on 20th October 2015 in Odense, Denmark, as part
of the WHINN Week of Health and Innovation. The conference was highly publicised and
was supported by CareWell under the guidance of IFIC, together with BeyondSilos,
SmartCare and the EIP on AHA B3 Action Group. The event discussed the role played by
ICT in coordinating the efforts of health and social care professionals, and how new
technologies impact the life quality of patients with complex chronic needs. The CareWell
logo featured prominently on the conference website. The event attracted a diverse
audience, from members of different EU project consortia, managers, clinicians to
researchers and developers. Two presentations shed light on CareWell specifically,
including a keynote address about Veneto region’s risk stratification tool. The second
presentation focused on CareWell synergies alongside the two fellow integrated care
projects BeyondSilos and SmartCare.

Figure 13: WHINN Week event supported by CareWell
V1.1 / Date 3rd March 2016
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CareWell contributed to organising an international workshop which acted as a training
school on “Change Management for Integrated Care” for partners of BeyondSilos,
SmartCare and CareWell. The event took place on 20th-22nd May, at empirica’s
headquarters in Bonn. The purpose of the training sessions was to help project partners
approach challenges to the service delivery processes in a systematic and effective way.
A video presenting the focus and results of the workshop was produced by empirica; this
was posted on the websites of the three projects.

2.3.4 Awards and accolades
The Basque Country CareWell pilot has received formal recognition on several occasions
throughout 2015 in Spain and beyond:
 Correo Farmacéutico Awards – Best Management Initiative in 2014
16th March 2015, Madrid.


Dinero y Salud “Premios Amor” Awards – Award for Best Project for Chronic
DiseaseManagement
18th June 2015, Madrid.



17th Congress of the Spanish Society of Primary Care Managers (SEDAP)– Award
for Best Oral Presentation of the Congress
15th April 2015, Mallorca.
Quality Innovation of the Year Awards 2015 – Finalist in the Potential Innovation
Project category
Winner to be announced at award ceremony on 27th January 2016, Tallinn.



2.4

Media coverage

This section offers a brief overview of CareWell’s presence in the media over the second
period. It focuses on mentions of the project in various online sources, broadcast news
coverage in Lower Silesia, and a detailed article by a prominent Croatian health
magazine. The section does not, however, contain information on material produced and
submitted for publication in scientific or popular journals by project partners. For
publications about the project by partners, see section 2.5 of the report.

2.4.1 Online press
Monitoring CareWell’s reception in the news can be a useful method of assessing the
outreach and effectiveness of CareWell’s dissemination strategy. Particularly noteworthy
for the second period is CareWell’s coverage by local Silesian news channel 71news and
the 9-page spread in the Croatian Doktor u kući medical magazine. As Table 3 suggests,
CareWell has nevertheless also been covered extensively by Croatian online press,
especially in connection to the press conference organised in summer. This includes three
articles in the Poslovni dnvenik, the main Croatian daily business newspaper, and one on
the Croatian RTL website. Additionally, at least one Italian and one Spanish medical news
site and two Basque local news sites have reported on the project.
Table 3: CareWell online press reception
Date

Title

Published in

28.05.2015

Zagrebački FER-ovci
obranili naslov
najboljih u regiji

Poslovni dnevnik
Croatian
http://www.poslovni.hr/hrvatska/zagre
backi-fer-ovci-obranili-naslovnajboljih-u-regiji-296657

16.07.2015

Ericssonovo rješenje
za integriranu njegu
nemoćnih starij ih
pacijenata

Poslovni dnevnik
Croatian
http://www.poslovni.hr/tehnologija/eri
cssonovo-rjesenje-za-integriranunjegu-nemocnih-starijih-pacijenata299222
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Date

Title

Published in

Language

30.06.2015

Realizacija projekta
CareWell

BUGONLINE
http://www.bug.hr/vijesti/realizacijaprojekta-carewell/144378.aspx

Croatian

29.06.2015

CAREWELL Kreće
projekt mobilnog
praćenja kroničnih
bolesnika

Dalje
http://arhiva.dalje.com/hrzagreb/carewell-krece-projektmobilnog-pracenja-kronicnihbolesnika/548649

Croatian

29.06.2015

Patronažne sestre s
tabletima: kontrolirat
će kronične bolesnike i
slati podatke liječniku
online

RTL
Croatian
http://www.vijesti.rtl.hr/novosti/hrvats
ka/1667483/patronazne-sestre-stabletima-kontrolirat-ce-kronicnebolesnike-i-slati-podatke-lijecnikuonline/

12.11.2015

Convegno su ‘Il Ruolo
Strategico
dell’Infermiere e delle
Cure Territoriali’ a
Lecce

Nurse24
Italian
http://www.nurse24.it/convegno-su-ilruolo-strategico-dellinfermiere-e-dellecure-territoriali-a-lecce/

24.12.2015

Oggi al via 10° Forum
Risk Management in
Sanità ad Arezzo

Nurse24
http://www.nurse24.it/oggi-al-via-10forum-risk-management-in-sanita-adarezzo/

28.12.2015

Osakidetza despliega
un programa para
ayudar a los pacientes
a participar en el
control de su
enfermedad

Noticias de Álava
Spanish
http://www.noticiasdealava.com/2015/
12/28/sociedad/osakidetza-despliegaun-programa-para-ayudar-a-lospacientes-a-participar-en-el-controlde-su-enfermedad

29.12.2015

Programa para que
pacientes crónicos
controlen sus
dolencias

Noticias de Gipuzkoa
http://www.noticiasdegipuzkoa.com/2
015/12/29/sociedad/programa-paraque-pacientes-cronicos-controlen-susdolencias

17.02.2014

Euskadi lidera el
proyecto europeo
Carewell

Medico hospitalario
Spanish
http://www.immedicohospitalario.es/n
oticia/1911/Euskadi-lidera-el-proyectoeuropeo-Carewell

Italian

Spanish

2.4.2 Television
Following the 1st October 2015 press conference organised by the Lower Silesian
Marshall’s Office in Wroclaw, during which the project was officially presented to the
Lower Silesian public, the news channel 71news covered the event in the news
programme of that day. A 2:18 minute news video was produced and aired, featuring
footage from the press conference, and interviews with the Project Coordinator in Lower
Silesia and the manager of the participating hospital in Wroclaw, A. Falkiewicz
Specialised Hospital.
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Figure 14: 71news broadcast on CareWell

The CareWell press conference organised in Zagreb was also covered in the daily news
programme of national broadcaster RTL Televizija, on 29th June 2015. A 1:58 minute
long news segment was aired, focusing on the new remote monitoring technology
introduced in the pilot, and featuring statements from the Croatian Minister of Health and
CareWell’s Croatian partners.

Figure 15: RTL HRVATSKA news article

2.4.3 Print magazines
The end of 2015 marked the publication of a detailed 9-page article about CareWell’s
Zagreb pilot in Croatian health magazine Doktor u kući. The magazine is part of
Europapress Holding, the leading media company in south-eastern Europe, based in
Croatia. The article, aimed at the general public, explained at length the challenges faced
by elderly chronic patients and how ICT solutions can contribute to delivering better care.
The article was centred on the concrete efforts of Croatian partners Ericsson Nikola Tesla,
the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing of the University of Zagreb, and the
Croatian Society for Pharmacoeconomics and Health Economics. Space was allotted to
presenting the field nurse team from the Zagreb County Healthcare Centre and the
Ericsson Mobile Health chronic disease management kit provided by Ericsson Nikola
Tesla.
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Figure 16: Article on CareWell by health magazine Doktor u kući

2.5

Publications

The second period was marked by drafting a concrete and coherent publication policy.
For this reason, this section of the report is focused only on documents submitted to a
professional journal, any popular periodical, scientific meeting, presentation or for
publication as a book chapter by partners of the project. As opposed to last year’s report,
which included press coverage of the project as published material, the current report
distinguishes between the two. For information on media coverage see section 2.4 of the
report.

2.5.1 Publication policy
The publication policy was drafted jointly and agreed upon by partners of all three
integrated care projects: CareWell, BeyondSilos and SmartCare. A final version was
issued at the end of October. The document covers publications from within each project
as well as publications between the projects, setting out a set of guidelines. It
establishes:


The role and responsibilities of the authors with regards to the publications.



The role and responsibilities of the PCC with regards to the publication.



Guidelines for authorship.



A payment scheme for publications (in principle, no submission to be made to
journals requiring a publication fee).



A revenues sharing model (in case of anticipated revenue, it must be apportioned
between partners).



The survival of the policy.

2.5.2 Research papers
During the second period, partners have reported the publication of the following papers
in conference proceedings:
Table 4: Publications by CareWell partners
Title

Published in

Partner

E-Health

ICTRS 2015: Proceedings of the
Fourth International Conference on
Telecommunications and Remote
Sensing

FER

“Home Health Smart TV - Bringing E-

ICTRS 2015: Proceedings of the

FER

“Interoperability
Arena”

Within
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Health Closer to Elders”

Fourth International Conference on
Telecommunications and Remote
Sensing

“Bringing generations together: Social
network adapted for elders”

ELMAR
(ELMAR),
2015
International Symposium

57th

FER

“Overcoming E-health interoperability
obstacles: Integrating PHR and EHR
using HL7 CCD”

ELMAR
(ELMAR),
2015
International Symposium

57th

FER

“Home Health Smart TV — Platform for
accessing multimedia e-health content”

ELMAR
(ELMAR),
2015
International Symposium

57th

FER

“Patient
with
Complex
Needs
Experience in Implementation of LSVCareWell Platform”

ICTRS 2015: Proceedings of the
Fourth International Conference on
Telecommunications and Remote
Sensing

LSV
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3

Synergies and the EIP on AHA

Creating synergies between the three integrated care projects CareWell, BeyondSilos and
SmartCare, and, one step further, between the projects and other initiatives such as the
European Innovation Partnership on Active and Healthy Ageing, has stayed an important
objective, pursued via a multitude of channels throughout 2015. This section documents
efforts made in this area, which included the creation of common websites and joining
forces in organising events addressing the advancement of integrated care.

3.1

Online synergies

As previously reported in section 2.2.2, Twitter is a space where the three projects
routinely interact, functioning almost like a shared platform which addresses a common
follower base. What is more, however, is the development of two joint websites for the
projects, which took place earlier in 2015.
One of these is the Integrated Care Wiki, which welcomes the contributions of partners
from all three projects. Access to the page requires creating an account. Partners are
encouraged to join the Wiki in order to add and edit content. The goal is to create by the
end of the projects a functional, structured repository of lessons learned and results from
the integrated care pilots. The information should be easy to browse in order to be used
as reference in future integrated care initiatives, such as the very recently started study,
Scale AHA.
Apart from the Wiki page which facilitates the flow of information between the projects, a
joint website www.integrated-ecare.eu has also been launched. The website highlights
the three initiatives, explains their common goal, and provides brief separate overviews,
as well as listing all the partners involved. The project logos are featured prominently;
clicking on any of them redirects to the respective project webpage.

3.2

Conferences and workshops

Several events mentioned above in section 2.3 strengthened the synergies between
CareWell, BeyondSilos and SmartCare. On several occasions, e.g. the European Summit
for Active and Healthy Ageing, the International Conference on Integrated Care, and the
Badalona Healthcare Services ICT Days, the three initiatives were presented together in
joint sessions. Another noteworthy event was the May 2015 “Change Management for
Integrated Care” training school, organised in Bonn. Partners from all three projects
participated in this 3-day event which specifically addressed common challenges.
A further very visible effort towards creating synergies was co-organising the
international conference “Technology Innovations: Supporting Integrated Care at Home
and in Communities”, on 20th October, in Odense, Denmark. The three projects were
intensely involved in setting up this event, which was hosted by the 2015 WHINN Week
of Health and Innovation. The concept for the conference originated with IFIC, which led
the organisational efforts, enabling a close collaboration with the EIP on AHA B3 Action
Group and the United4Health project.
The year ended with an event of particularly importance, namely the 4 th Conference of
Partners of the European Partnership for Active and Healthy Ageing which took place in
on 9th -10th December in Brussels. Members from all three projects were in attendance,
and were able to join and contribute to discussions about the achievements of the EIP on
AHA so far and its remaining path towards its 2020 goals.
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4

Future Plans

CareWell’s visibility has continued to grow in the second period, through the continuation
of multi-channel dissemination efforts. The project has consolidated its online presence
and expanded its reach. Partners will be actively encouraged to pursue the publication of
project results in the form of research papers submitted to scientific journals in the final
period of the project. The project is determined to maintain its strong ties with other
related initiatives, and the emergence of the new study, Scale AHA, could contribute to
new synergies. The regular presence of CareWell at international conferences has
established itself as a very prominent feature of the project’s dissemination strategy.
This final section further highlights planned dissemination activities in CareWell’s third
period.

4.1

Advisory Board

One of CareWell’s activities is seeking support from a group of advisors. Compared to
last year, the topic of patient perspective emerged to be of such high importance that a
dedicated expert became necessary, and Walter Atzori was co-opted. Mr. Sweenen from
AIM left his employer, and was not available as an advisor anymore. We replaced him
with Helmut Hildebrandt, the founder of a consultancy specialised in setting up and
managing integrated care physician networks in Germany. The seven advisers who have
agreed to become involved with the project and their expertise areas are listed in Table 5
below.
Table 5: CareWell Advisory Board members
Expert Name
Prof. Dipak Kalra, EuroRec

Topics
Patient-centred use cases

Prof. Jean Bousquet, University of Montpellier

Bridget Moorman, Continua Health Alliance

Dr. Albert Alonso, Hospital Clinic, Barcelona

Walter Atzori, European Patients’ Forum

Care pathways

Interoperability, service
specification

Implementation

Patient perspective

Prof. George Crooks, NHS24

Sustainability, transferability

Helmut Hildebrandt, Kinzigtal

Incentives, reimbursement,
commissioning
3

An Advisory Board Meeting has been scheduled for 17 th-18th February 2016 in Treviso,
Italy, as part of CareWell’s 7th Project Assembly, hosted on the premises of Consorzio
Arsenal. Four members of the Advisory Board, Prof. Dipak Kalra, Dr. Albert Alonso,
Walter Atzori and Prof. Jean Bousquet have confirmed their availability for these dates,
and have been formally invited to attend the Assembly. The Advisory Board Meeting will
take place on the second day, and consists of three discussion sessions lead by Puglia,
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Veneto and the Basque Country. The goal is for CareWell pilot sites to share results and
experiences across the dimensions of patient empowerment, organisational models and
implementation process. The advisors will support the project in eliciting lessons learned
and good practices. The project will summarise these in the deliverable D7.5 Deployment
Guidelines at the end of project.

4.2

ICIC16

The 16th annual International Conference on Integrated Care, organised by the IFIC, will
take place on 23th-25th May 2016 in Barcelona. CareWell plans to showcase its most
recent developments, and will again find itself in the company of BeyondSilos and
SmartCare.

4.3

19th European Health Forum Gastein

CareWell plans to take part in the European Heath Forum Gastein, a prestigious annual
conference on European health policy. The event, supported by the European
Commission, has been taking place every autumn in Gastein Valley in Austria, and is
noted for the very diverse expertise of its participants.

4.4

CareWell final conference

As agreed in the CareWell’s Description of Work, the end of the project will be marked by
a high profile final conference, potentially with TV coverage and simultaneous
interpretation in several languages. The conference will probably take place in Brussels
or in another easily reachable European city, in order to ensure a sizeable turnout. The
conference schedule will include keynote addresses, separate sessions during which
various initiatives will have the chance to present themselves, and discussion panels that
will involve the audience. The organisational efforts will be led by Kronikgune with
support from all CareWell partners. Planning the conference is expected to feature as a
prominent task in the project’s dissemination agenda during the third period of the
project.
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Appendix A: Complete list of events
Complete list of events with participation of CareWell partners.
Table 6: Public events with CareWell participation in the Second Period
#

Event

Partner

1

The European Summit of Innovation for Active and Healthy
Ageing

Kronikgune

2

Correo Farmacéutico Awards

Kronikgune

3

15th International Conference on Integrated Care

Kronikgune,
Veneto

4

Salud Digital Experiencias Innovadoras

Osakidetza

5

“Dinero y Salud” Awards

Osakidetza

6

XVII Congresso SEDAP (Spanish Society of Primary Care
Managers)

Osakidetza

7

IV Symposium Internacional de Gestion en Atencion Primaria

Osakidetza, FER,
Veneto

8

Projectics Santé Conference

Osakidetza

9

XXI Semana Europea de Gestión Avanzada

Osakidetza,
Kronikgune

10

V Jornadas TIC Badalona Serveis Assistencials (BSATIC 2015)

Kronikgune,
Osakidetza, HIM

11

II Jornada de buenas prácticas en Atención Integrada

Kronikgune,
Osakidetza

12

Quality Awards of the Year

Kronikgune,
Osakidetza

13

Technology Innovations:
Home and in Communities

14

LSHEU15 - Learning Health Systems in Europe

empirica

15

Change Management for Integrated Care

empirica

16

26th Medical Informatics Europe Conference

empirica

17

Zagreb CareWell Piloting Start Press Conference

ENT

18

Ericsson/Taltioni eHealth Seminar

ENT

19

National healthcare conference:
zdravstvena zaštita 2015-2030

i

ENT

20

National primary care conference, Motovun - ''Zdravstveni
sustavi i zdravstvena politika''

ENT

21

Ben Gurion University Workshop

ENT

22

57th International Symposium
Electronics in Marine

23

4th Internationa Conference on Telecommunications and
Remote Sensing / 9th International Symposium on eHealth
Services and Technologies

FER, LSV

24

EU Funds in Health Education Workshop (Zagreb)

ENT

25

International Workshop on Integration (Wroclaw)

LSV
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#

Event

Partner

26

Lower Silesia Piloting Start Press Conference

LSV

27

Expansion
(Wroclaw)

28

Integration Platform LSV CareWell Workshop (Wroclaw)

LSV

29

Mid Wales Healthcare Conference inc Mark Drakeford AM

PHB

30

The National Eisteddfod of Wales

PHB

31

Award Winning Healthcare in the Rural Heart of Wales

PHB

32

CareWell Workshop at Pavo

PHB

33

Sustainable
Development
Partnerships in Wales

Opportunities
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